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Wisdom and goodness are twin-born, one heart
Must hold both sisters, never seen apart,
—Cowper

anyone willing to dare. Distances involved combined with strange concepts
of those far-away-lands stand out in
ISSIONS—world missions—play a life marked contrast to distance and underlong role in the memory of the standing 50 years later.
writer. There are vivid recollections of
Today's world, shrunken to living
missionaries crossing the threshold of room size, has changed many things. Air
our Pennsylvania country home. They travel has virtually eliminated distance.
found it something of a haven. The News media, picture communication
parents of our home were deeply in- and the number of people going and
terested in missions.
coming, makes the church a common
The importance and seeming ven- brotherhood: America, Africa, India and
ture of such a world ministry heroized Japan.

A Missions Tour

M

Itinerary of Rev. and Mrs. J. N. Hostetter
WORLD

MISSIONS

New York
London
London
Paris
Paris
Nice
Visit Trans-World
Leave:
Nice
Arrive:
Rome
Rome
Leave:
Athens
Arrive:
Athens
Leave:
Beirut
Arrive:
Beirut
Leave:
Jerusalem
Arrive:
Leave:
Arrive:
Leave:
Arrive:
Leave:
Arrive:

TOUR

- NOVEMBER

via BOAC # 5 1 0
via AF # 9 2 5
via AF # 4 2 1

5, 1964-MARCH
Thursday
Thursday
Saturday
Saturday
Monday
Monday

and Mrs. David L.
Tuesday
Tuesday
via AZ # 4 8 4
Wednesday
Wednesday
via OA # 2 6 4
Thursday
Thursday
via RJ # 4 0 1
Friday
Friday
via AZ # 3 6 1

5, 1965
11/5/64
11/5/64
11/7/64
11/7/64
11/9/64
11/9/64

10:00
21:35
18:00
19:55
17:25
18:50

Carlson)
11/10/64
11/10/64
11/11/64
11/11/64
11/12/64
11/12/64
11/13/64
11/13/64

15:30
16:25
16:10
19:00
17:25
20:10
10:00
11:00

Address: MCC Headquarters c/o Herbert Swartz, Director, Box
Via Amman, Hashemite, Jordan; or, MCC Headquarters,
Mr.
Schlomo Bezek, Box 187, Naharaya, Upper Galilee, Israel
Leave:
Tel Aviv
via LY # 1 4 1
Wednesday
Arrive:
Johannesburg
Thursday
Leave:
Johannesburg
via SA # 3 0 7
Thursday
Arrive:
Capetown
Thursday

208, Jerusalem,
Robert
Hoover,
11/18/64
11/19/64
11/19/64
11/19/64

22:30
14:25
17:50
21:25

Address: c/o Wellwood Missionanj Home, Fish Hoek, Cape Province, Africa. (Allow 8 days for air mail delivery)
Leave:
Capetown
Surface travel
Thursday
11/26/64
Arrive:
Bulawayo
11/28/64
Saturday
Address: c/o David E. Climenhaga, Box 711 Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa. {Allow
8 days for air mail delivery)
Leave:
Bulawayo
Surface travel
About
12/20/64
Arrive:
Choma
12/21/64
Mail Address: c/o Dr. Robert K. Worman, Macha Mission Hospital, Private Bag
llxc, Choma, Zambia, Africa. (Allow 10 days for air mail) Mrs. Hostetter plans to
stay on a bit longer in Africa. J. N. Hostetter goes on to India and Japan.
Livingstone
via CE # 8 0 6
Thursday
Leave:
12:35
2/4/65
19:35
2/4/65
Arrive:
Nairobi
Thursday
via EC # 7 3 4
10:45
Leave:
Nairobi
Friday
2/5/65
Bombay
23:25
2/5/65
Arrive:
Friday
6:40
2/6/65
via IC # 1 8 1
Leave:
Bombay
Saturday
8:35
2/6/65
Arrive:
New Delhi
Saturday
Address: c/o Rev. Allen S. Buckwalter, B-4A Kailash Colony, New Delhi 14, India.
(Allow 14 days for air mail)
Leave:
New Delhi
via IC # 4 1 5
Monday
2/8/65
14:55
Arrive:
Allahabad
Monday
2/8/65
17:15
Address: c/o Rev. Arthur L. Pye, Barjora Mission, P. O. Barjora via Tirbeniganj,
District Saharsa, Biahar, India. (Allow 14 days for air mail)
Calcutta
via JAL # 4 5 2
Wednesday
Leave:
2/17/65
6:55
Hong Kong
Wednesday
Arrive:
2/17/65
16:20
Hong Kong
via TG # 6 0 0
Friday
Leave:
2/19/65
16:10
Taipei
Arrive:
2/19/65
Friday
16:45
Taipei
Leave:
2/22/65
via CT # 6 2 /
Monday
8:00
Okinawa
Arrive:
2/22/65
Monday
10:45
Okinawa
Leave:
2/23/65
via JAL # 9 0 2
Tuesday
15:50
Fukuoka
Arrive:
2/23/65
Tuesday
17:15
Mail Addresss c/o Rev. John W. Grayhill, 228, 4-chome, Nukui- Machi, Koganei• shi, Tokyo, Japan. (Allow 12 days for air mail)
via BOAC # 9 1 0
Friday
Leave:
Tokyo
3/5/65
22:45
Friday
Arrive:
New York
3/6/65
7:50
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Some years of ambition are beginning
to be fulfilled as you, our faithful supporters and readers peruse this page.
The schedule starts us on our way, four
days ahead of the dateline of this issue.
Many expressions of interest and well
wish encouraged the placing of our
travel-log on this same page. A glance,
compared to the date you read this, will
bring us together in the common bond
of fellowship. I trust we will be united
at the throne of Grace and mutually interested in these our fellow Christians in
distant lands.
Our visit abroad is not official, though
it carries official blessing. The interest
and support of the Board of Publications
(a fine group of Christian gentlemen
with whom and for whom to work) and
the well wish of the Board for World
Missions urges upon us a sense of sacred
responsibility. Besides, a most interested and loyal group of workers at
Evangel Press bade us adieu with every
well wish for a good and prosperous
journey while they stay by the routine of
this very important hub of Christian activity. To my most intimate co-worker,
John E. Zercher, a warm thanks for accepting administrative responsibility of
editorial work for these four months.
We go forth with purpose. Bear with
us if we do not articulate. Our hope,
with divine help, is to interpret through
writing and otherwise the ambitions and
motives we have for this journey.
Brethren, pray for us.
John and Nellie Hostetter
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is old enough to have
M
a feeling of history. Now in its
second half century, it bears the marks

interest in people, and his sense of humor. The six cents an hour he gave me
did not accumulate a large sum but the
free tuition for potential administration
cannot be measured.
The twenty-six years of my father's administration, the fourth President, were
a school to me in the need for presidential versatility, the ability to meet all
people just where they are, the courage
to approach difficult problems head on,
and the humility to recognize his need
for God's help — how else could a man
exercise superhuman effort, year after
year.
In the close association with my predecessor, the fifth President, Arthur M.
Climenhaga, I have admired his ability
to extract a problem and put it into
words, his insights into what motivates
people, and his proficiency in delegating
responsibility — which has been the

ESSIAH COLLEGE

of maturity born of long and high traditions. Inauguration time is one of the
red letter days which in collegiate tradition marks the beginning of a new
adventure for an institution. I enter
into this tradition as one having received
a most exciting challenge. The opportunities are overwhelming.
I am not frightened with the approaching problems that are sure to
come, but rather approach with caution
the many opportunities for this institution which can be easily overlooked. I
am not perplexed by the many responsibilities of the presidential office that are
now recorded, but rather I seek for a
measure of the imagination needed to
creatively discern the important tasks
that have not been outlined. I am not

NEEDED FOR T H E FUTURE:
An Education That Will Solve Both
Human and Scientific Problems
D. Ray
bewildered by the complex of expectations held by this College's varied publics, but instead I search for a standard
of values to determine what is trivial as
opposed to what is timeless. Surrounding the exciting claims of this office is a
full awareness of the need for perceptions and energies that go beyond human bounds. It is recognized that there
must be a reliance upon divine help.
A great deal of interest has been manifested in that this inauguration is giving
the presidential chair to a third generation at the same institution. It is presumably most unusual to find this to be
the case except in proprietory institutions. Typical Winston Churchill phraseology would say that the long arm of
coincidence has reached across the decades and has gathered together independent actions of Boards of Trustees in
1916, 1933, and 1964. These boards
acted independent of each other because
of virtually a complete turnover in board
personnel between each period.
I personally feel relieved to note that
in this succession a dynasty is not reigning because in no case did one blood relative succeed another. Nevertheless, it
Inaugural address given at his formal installation as sixth president of Messiah College,
October 24, 1964.
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has been my real fortune to have had a
close relationship with this institution
through most of the years of my life.
During this association, it has been profitable to view in a first hand way the
institution's purpose, its destiny, and its
fruitage.
A most treasured privilege was the opportunity to live in intimate association
with four of my predecessors. Two of
these distinguished men I was able to
associate with knowingly after their
retirement: Grandfather C. N. Hostetter, ST., the second President, and Enos
H. Hess, the third President. Several
summers spent at grandfather's house
and the many joyous times in between,
through reflection, reveal to me the sage
capacity of the second President, who in
his quiet and unostentatious way embodied qualities of a successful administrator. The records show that the
jaded jingle of his tedious tambourine
played a merry tune.
With Enos H. Hess, the third President, many scores of hours were spent
assisting him at his favorite avocation.
Whether riding with him to his bee
yards or operating the smoker and the
hive tool for him as he inspected his
queens and workers, I learned of this
man's love for God's nature, his genuine

downfall of many college presidents.
The foundation laid by my predecessors has been firm and deep. I am fully
cognizant of the rich presidential heritage that has gone before me. I pray
God that I may not seek to duplicate
any one of these men alone, but that He
may have something for me from all of
the best quality areas they represented.
As you may well surmise, close association with the pulse of an institution and
its leadership can have a positive effect
on a person and thus influence him to
accept the presidency of an institution
to which he becomes so closely wed.
There are additional reasons why the
decision to accept this invitation was
made relatively easy:
1. THE FACULTY. I perceive that the
men and women on the staff of Messiah
College are living full and satisfying
lives with themselves, and for the institution, because vocation and mission
have been joined. The staff is made up
of men and women whose reach exceeds
their grasp, who by experience have
found that "whosoever will lose his life,
the same shall save it." I am excited
with the potential of this faculty made
up of competent and dedicated teachers
of sound and varied preparation. They
are at work improving their already
(3)

worthy scholarship, while inviting students to join them in their quest.
The recapitulation of the history of
Israel in the Epistle to the Hebrews contains an astringent observation in its
comment that "Jacob died leaning on
his staff." If I may be allowed the privilege of some Biblical paraphrasing, I
am compelled to say: "Jacob died leaning on his staff but this college President will live leaning on his staff."
2. THE STUDENTS. A look at the annual
student profile has made the decision to
become the president of this College
very easy indeed. The academic preparedness and ability of these students is
commendable. Their seriousness of
purpose would be the envy of any college president from Cambridge to Pomona, or from patriarch Harvard to the
newest of the new born colleges.
Although surely affected, these students are not stampeded by the so called
"new morality" with its relativism. The
latest national student fad at some institutions of turning to marijuana is the
result of bored intellectuals, not purposeful scholars. The March 9, 1964
New York Times carries a survey story
on drug use at campuses that estimates
as many as five per cent from one institution's student body experimenting
with "pot."
You have also seen articles from many
diverse publications which tell of the
decline of morals on the campus. The
very loosening of dormitory regulations
and the general mix-up in sex attitudes
indicates that college leaders as well as
the students are groping for an approach
to the sex problem in today's changed
social climate. One could also cite a
study mentioned in the January 31, 1964,
issue of Life magazine which found that
twenty-five per cent of the students at
one institution openly admitted to
carrying concealed weapons.
Reports such as these tell us that much
is to be desired in the entire educational
setting and in the official leadership of
institutions, but it also tells us something
of the caliber of young people being
served within the institutions themselves. The caliber of students admitted
to Messiah College precludes these current trends from finding fertile soil. It
is the aim of this administration that the
College may ever complement the selective admissions by preserving a setting for the nurturing of attitudes that
will cambat the new morality with its
relative approach to sound moral principles.
The students at this College are challenging because they chose Messiah College first. Most high school graduates of
today submit applications to several
colleges hoping to be admitted by one
(4)

and if by several they then choose their tact to enhance its service and to aid
college. One of our present faculty re- in producing the dialogue needed for
ported to me that his experience of the a first-rate learning situation.
last three years as assistant registrar at
The theme of this address is, "Needed
an eastern university of prominence, for the Future: An Education That
showed that from 45 to 70 per cent of .Will Solve Both Human and Scientific
the accepted applicants each year would Problems." At this point after such a
finally cancel their admissions. This high long introduction I feel somewhat like
percentage of cancellation was presum- the new recruit at an army base in the
ably the result of applicants choosing Midwest. Subsequent to his arrival a
another institution after being accepted new general was assigned to duty at the
at several.
base. The general decided on his first
Enrollment data at Messiah College day to make a tour of the fort to check
shows that 90 per cent of admitted stu- facilities, the cleanliness of the grounds
dents do arrive at the College for study and the morale of the troops.
and, therefore, choose this college first.
The general came upon the new reIf you will allow a hunch—this is a rec- cruit who had preceded him by a few
ord which I believe few institutions days but knew nothing of military mancould match. But this to me is of more ners. The recruit did not salute; the
importance than an attractive statistic, general exploded and said, "Don't you
since it tends to indicate that the pur- know who I am and what to do? What
poses of the student and the goals of the have you got to say for yourself?" The
institution are joined.
soldier, who had a perfect lien on in3. THE ALUMNI. The alumni attract nocence and knew only that the general
me to this position because they are was newly assigned, replied: "You've
Messiah College's spokesmen. When I got a wonderful opportunity here, Gensay spokesmen, this is not in the sense eral; 1 hope you don't louse it up."
of Madison Avenue's image of a spokesSome people would like to repeal the
man—not the press agent; not the man twentieth century. I believe that you
who reads a testimonial from a tele- with me have no desire to bring back the
prompter; not the booster nor the apol- horse and buggy days. You are also
ogist. Society has too many of all of happy to consign the Renaissance, the
these.
"Age of Reason," and the Victorian
The alumni are this college's spokes- Era—to say nothing of the Dark Ages—
men as they by their purpose and per- to their respective spans of history.
formance live satisfying lives for themNo thinking person doubts that we
selves and others. These spokesmen are are today living in a decisive moment of
scattered throughout the corners of this human history. The problems today are
earth serving as teachers, doctors, busi- different from those of the past. This is
ness men, missionaries, clergymen, and an age of automation and specialization;
other professionals.
man's knowledge of nature has virtually
The alumni body of this College is doubled each decade since 1900; there
not large, but this should mislead no is a population explosion throughout the
one. The influence of Messiah College world; we are grappling with colonialfor good has been out of all proportion ism in reverse as groups and races seek
to its size, its wealth, and its age. Serv- to move from subject to citizen; the
ice cannot be equated with size nor blight of the inner city is growing; this
statistics.
is an age of spiritual aridity and moral
4. THE CHURCH. Some institutions feel irresponsibility within our affluent soit expedient to break with its founding ciety; the infinite mysteries of outer
church ties, but at Messiah College this space command our resources and atclose association is one of its strengths. tention; it is a period when a speech
The convincing aspect about this is not from Mr. Khrushchev has more influence
the financial support which accrues be- on American education than any phicause in this area the founding denom- losopher or educator. There are many
ination has probably not as yet perceived challenges and crises, but this is the
Christian's time of opportunity. This is
its full role.
Rather, the emotional and prayerful an exciting era.
undergirding is of prime importance.
Our twentieth century has been noted
Accompanying these roles is its assis- for its rapid changes, but the change
tance in deepening the college's founda- momentum is just beginning. The revotion stones of vision for service to man- lution of science is still so young that
kind and witness as unto the Lord. ninety per cent of all the scientists who
These moorings are fundamental and have ever lived are still alive. Scientific
irreplaceable. Each year this College findings in the realms of man's physical
serves students from approximately 25 and mental well-being are piling up
or 30 different religious denominations, more rapidly than we can appraise their
and thus recognizes a need for wide con- usefulness and their warnings. The inEvangelical
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formation revolution as provided by
computers is in its infancy. We have
not yet begun to realize the vast ultimate effect of nuclear and electronic
discoveries on industry and communications.
Economist, Harold F. Clark, cautiously predicts that the average citizen of
this generation will make three major
changes in his vocation during his working life because of the radical discoveries of science. One scientific equipment producer has posted a sign in his
design center that read: "If it works,
it's obsolete."
Accompanying these revolutions is the
fact that man's life span is being steadily extended while a continual decline in
the length of man's work week brings a
resulting increase in leisure time. In
view of these startling changes and the
prospect of more to come—is man prepared to meet these radical shifts and
still live with himself and others in a
satisfying way?
While sitting in a class with Dr. Earl
J. McGrath, eminent higher education
scholar and former U.S. Commissioner
of Education, he raised this question:
How long can the human mind adjust
to change at the precarious rate that
has been necessary in the recent past
and how long will it be able to continue
to adapt at the increasing rate that will
be demanded of it in the future?
Finding an answer to this question is
made more perplexing for some when
we recognize that an education which
meets the needs of today's students will
become largely obsolete during his mature life. The student of today must
make up his mind that technological
changes and new knowledge will require
that he be a full participant in continuing education, both formal and informal, throughout his life. There is little
doubt that a rearrangement of values
will accompany these changes of the
future.
This prospect makes it imperative that
the youth of today receive an education
which conveys a respect for timeless
values and motivates a quest to search
for them, and the discernment to recognize these values when they are found.
It is precisely during periods of rapid
change that one needs most the stability
and sense of direction provided by ideals
and values that are strongly held.
Higher education of today is obsessed
with the goal of training our youth to
have tangible, salable skills. This is
important, but higher education must go
far beyond such a goal. We need the
kind of education which will produce
better and more rational human beings.
The nation and world stands in need of
scientists, engineers, poets, artists, and
November 9, 1964

philosophers. These servants of society
will all need to have an education which
cutivates reasoning ability, creativity,
tolerance, and a sense of history. In addition, man must realize that along with
his own work, an almighty God has
tasks for him to do.
Often overlooked in higher educational purpose is the need for genuine
scholarship that is reconciled with
Christian faith in order that the student
may have a perspective that gives him
equilibrium within a dynamic society in
a changing world. Society has too long
relied upon the clergy, the missionary,
and the natural morality protagonists to
be the guardians of its conscience and
the dignified preservers of a semblence
of order. We are in an hour of heavy
urgency which calls for the provision of
the right kind of education.

Thomas J. Watson, Jr., chairman of
the Board of International Business Machines;, offers these observations as they
relate to higher education and society:
The toughest problems we face today are
not scientific or technological—they are human.
Hard as it may be to get to the moon, for
example, we shall find it a lot harder to work
things out here on earth in such a way that
we can live in peace with one another and
share in the benefits that come from science.
To create a society that will truly serve us
all we must not only have the capacity to
know what is right, but the will to do what
is right — the will and the inspiration.

At Messiah College the student will
learn of sound ideals by being exposed
to the humanities, the arts, the literature
and philosophy of all ages. He will be
inspired to know right by hearing divine
truth. He will receive the will to do
right as empowered by God.
The day calls for Christian excellence
that holds fast to eternal truths. The
human crises of today and tomorrow
are and will be more than intellectual
crises; they will be moral crises. The
greatest error of educators seems to be
the tendency to consider knowledge as
sufficient for its own sake—that if people
are educated enough all problems will
be easily solved. However, education
alone is not enough because the nation
that expects education alone to solve its
problems, expects what never was or will
be. Education without religion defeats
the purpose of man. The mind and the
soul are incapable of separation.

Most colleges and universities are
largely carrying on functions of creating
knowledge, storing knowledge, and passing on knowledge. Some institutions
have added the important dimension of
relating knowledge between the disciplines themselves. Still fewer institutions are connecting knowledge to
Christian morality and experience. This
union is not only desirable—it is necessary. The liberally educated man should
receive among other qualities convictions which are reasoned although he
cannot prove them, identity that gives
belonging without the artificiality of man
made status, and stability in the midst
of radical change. The liberally educated man needs knowledge and intellectual acuity from man, but he also
needs wisdom from God.
Man has been in a continual search
for stability to counteract the opposing
influences of change. Thirty or forty
years ago man put his hopes in biology.
A popular spokesman for man evolving
into a kind of god was H. G Wells who
recognized the futility of his thinking
when he, in deep despair, arrived at
death's door.
In today's generation man's hope has
been put in psychology. There is no end
to the psychological ideas afloat and the
books on the market which remind man
of the unreserved sources of power within him, pleading for him to realize his
higher self, and to make of himself a
new creature.
While it is to be admitted that most
men live on the surface of their souls,
there nevertheless is an over exaggeration in thinking that by psychological
tricks he can make himself different than
he is. Quick lifts are indeed given to
the mind by an act of the will but one
soon runs out of enthusiasm. The reserve power comes from without man.
He needs to recognize that unrealized
possibilities come from the divine. The
real answer is redemption through divinity, not biology, or psychology, or
any other of the life sciences or the behavioral sciences (sometimes called misbehavioral sciences).
The strength of American higher education is deeply grounded in diversity.
It is through this diversity among institutions that the whole range of higher
educational needs can be best served.
The private higher educational institution which does not have a unique purpose might best sell out in fact if it has
sold its soul in terms of goals.
The small private college must have
uniqueness. Examples of uniqueness
are Columbia College with its contemporary civilization courses, Swarthmore
with its honors program, St. Johns with
(Continued on page twelve)
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Writing to Our Missionaries
in Africa?

MISSIONS

REMEMBER —

Wealthy American Christians
James H. Mumme
WESLEY exhorted his audiences
J OHNrepeatedly
to "Gain all you can, save

all you can, give all you can."
Wealth is not evil in itself. In fact, it
is the gift of God. "The Lord thy God
. . . is he that giveth thee power to get
wealth" (Deut. 8:18).
But although God gives man his
wealth, He leaves its distribution up to
man. Here is where moral responsibility makes its appearance. Here is where
decisions must be made concerning the
use to which our wealth is to be put.
Here is where economic philosophies
are born and fight their battles mortal.
In an economic order there are three
basic processes: Production, distribution, and consumption. The greatest
problems, however, wage over distribution—who gets the cake or the gravy.
Jesus was not one to ignore economic
inequities and injustice as He trod
Israel's trails and observed with divine
insight the problems of men. It is true
that He preached not a social gospel,
but He did preach a gospel that had
social implications and solutions.
This brings to mind the occasion in
the primitve Church when the Christians "had all things in common." The
old saw that this is incipient communism
is easily debunked when we note that
the title to goods was still in the hands
of the Christians and not administered
by a political state.
The social conditions and ethical
problems of primitive Christianity are
only different in degree from those we
experience today. The amount of wealth
in the hands of Christians today is one
of these differences in degree. There is
no question but that the so-called Christians control most of the world's goods,
and that the "Christian" United States,
with seven per cent of the world's population and fifty per cent of the world's
wealth, sits comfortably atop the world's
economic totem pole.
This "rich man" position is not as envious as it looks from the "poor man"
position. More wealth brings more responsibility. Our Christian aristocracy,
which the United States represents to

(6)

the world, may be justly criticized if we
fail to fulfill the Biblical idea of Christian economics as manifested in the doctrine of love operating through stewardship.
We ought to honestly ask ourselves,
What is God's purpose in sending us so
many material things?
Am I rightly using the wealth in my
possession? What should I do in light
of the needs of others around the world
who have less than I? Am I giving
sufficient support to the church, to evangelism, to missions? If I were a poor
man instead of a relatively wealthy
American, would I consider the life I am
now living one of extreme luxury and
indulgence?
The United States of America spends
over 66 billion dollars per year on food,
$30 billion on gambling, $21 billion on
crime, $9 billion on vacations, the same
amount on liquor, and $5 billion on tobacco. It spends only a little more than
$3 billion on religion and welfare—and
a mere $130 million on foreign missions.
I wonder what God thinks as He reviews the figures that reveal that our
country spends more on dog food than
it does to send the gospel to the nations
of the world! One would think that the
wallowing prosperity which we are experiencing in the United States at present would bring a tremendous increase
in giving. Ironically, this increase is only
spotty, and generally selfishly centered
in our own already wealthy American
churches.
From all indications, Americans are
heeding to the hilt John Wesley's advice
to "gain all you can," are seemingly indifferent to his advice to "save all you
can," and are just about oblivious to his
plea to "give all you can."
Rich and increased with goods, will
the American Christians be remembered
in history as the Laodicean Church of
America, or will they be known as the
Philadelphians, who loved their brethren and shared their abundant spiritual
and economic resources with their brethren around the world?
—Adapted from United Evangelical Action

,

from now on . . .

Zambia instead of Northern Rhodesia

Rhodesia instead o f Southern Rhodesia
Note these changes in the missionary d i rectory inside the back page o f this
"Visitor."
ALSO note that by request of the Postal
authorities in Rhodesia, the code letter
should be placed BEFORE the number; for
example: Private Bag T 191 instead o f
191 T.
Our earnest attention to these details
w i l l help to promote g o o d feelings.
BRETHREN IN CHRIST
WORLD MISSIONS

Sailing for Africa
TO SAIL on or about November
BNewOOKED
20th, on the Mooremacguide, from
York to Cape Town are Rev. and

Mrs. J. Harold Stern, Miss JoAnn Brubaker, and Mr. Paul Kline (1-W).
Rather unique is the fact that each
one of this party already has strong ties
with Rhodesia or personnel serving
there. Mrs. Stern was born and grew
up there, the daughter of the J. Elwood
Hersheys, now retired. The remaining
three of the party have a brother or
sister, or both, already on our staff there.
A Farewell Service at the Messiah
Home, Harrisburg, is being planned for
Sunday afternoon, November 15.
Our privilege and responsibility: TO
UNDERGIRD THESE RECRUITS W I T H PRAYER.

Studying in Canada
Mr. Leslie N. Dlodlo, son of Rev. N.
Dlodlo, and a teacher in B in C schools
in Rhodesia, arrived in Canada by air,
September 9, for study in the field of
education at MacDonald College, which
is a part of McGill University.
He writes that while his roommates
are attending mass on Sunday morning,
he finds a quiet time of prayer and meditation. "This has been of great inspiration to me. It has given me very wonderful experiences, such as I never experienced before. But there also exists
very paining loneliness. I desperately
long for the fellowship of some of my
own belief and practice
"
His address: Brittain Hall, MacDonald College Post Office, Ste. Anne-deBellevue, P. Q., Canada.
Evangelical
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Voluntary Mass Choir, singing "How Great Thou Art" in Ndebele, conducted by Samuel MIotshwa, Mtshabezi teacher and music leader.

Southern
Rhodesia
Regional
Conference
Bible Institute students, assisted by Fred Holland.

Singing Scenes
Money Gifts for
Missionaries Abroad
The Office is glad to forward money
gifts for missionaries at any time of the
year, along with quarterly mailings.
Make your check or money order
payable to Brethren in Christ
World
Missions and mail it to Box 171, Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania. State clearly
for which missionary or missionaries the
money is intended. If cash is sent to us
through the mails, you should register
the envelope at the post office.

i

Money for Christmas gift should reach
the Office no later than November
30.
Money arriving too late for our Christmas mailing will not be sent before the
New. Year.
BCWM
Office

November 9, 1964

I

A congregational hymn for relaxation during sessions — conducted by S. MIotshwa on the
right; consultations on the left between Bishop David Climenhaga and Wanezi District
Superintendent Mangisi Sibanda; in the background the Host Mission
Superintendent, Albert Harvey.
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Crusaders

Miss America of 1964 Witnesses
to Millions

THE DAY that Vonda Kay Van
ON Dyke
of Phoenix, Arizona, be-

came Miss America of 1965 the Billy
Graham Evangelistic Association received from her a contribution toward
the work which holds an important place
in her life.
Receipt of the contribution was disclosed by Evangelist Billy Graham during the service which closed his ten-day
crusade in Omaha, Nebraska. Mr. Graham asked the audience to pray for the
new Miss America, observing that "she
could influence thousands of youngsters
during the coming year."
Miss Van Dyke spoke briefly at the
Billy Graham Crusades in her home city
and in San Diego, California, last spring,
telling the story of how she was led to
make a full commitment of her life to

Christ. Nominally a Christian from
childhood, she said she realized eventually that Christ would not be satisfied
with her time, money and talents—that
he must be Lord of her entire life.
Those familiar with her story were not
surprised when she made a Christian
testimony of her answer to one of the
questions in the final test of the Miss
America contest.
Previously elected "Miss Congeniality" by the 49 other contestants, Miss
Van Dyke said in an answer to a question by the master of ceremonies about
the Bible which she carries everywhere,
"I would not classify my Bible as a
'charm,' but something more in the nature of companionship. And I would
not classify my relationship to Jesus
Christ as a religion, but rather as a
faith. I trust Him completely."
•

some circumstances, Billy thundered:
"It's never all right under any circumstances."
Extra-marital sex, Mr. Graham told
s THE PROPHET Nathan pointed the the thousands of young people in his
finger of accusation at King David audience, "affects you psychologically
after his great sin and said: "Thou art and affects your future marriage; it
the man!", Billy scorned soft speech as hinders you from having a truly happy
he told the predominantly youthful marriage."
audience in Omaha, Nebraska, that our
The only assurance of preserving
nation is "worshipping the goddess of sound moral values in present world
sex" and that the sex urge "is stimu- conditions, the evangelist asserted, lies
lated out of all proper proportion."
in repentance, acceptance of Christ as
The evangelist cited "Tom Jones" and personal Saviour — not someone else's
"The Carpetbaggers" as examples of Saviour—and acceptance of His lordship
films which he called sexually stimulat- over the entire life.
ing and noted that newsstands are filled
The young people believed him.
with "dirty, filthy" books and magazines. Many signed decision cards, proving
Mr Graham criticized the U.S. Su- their belief and their eagerness for a
•
preme* Court and some lower courts for better way of life.
"breaking the dam" and permitting "a
moral cesspool" of literature to flood the
GOSPEL MUSIC
country.
"I don't believe the Supreme Court
BEING MISUSED?
represents the majority of the American
people on this point," he said, and he
HE WALLS of Toronto's venerable
suggested that the country needs "a
Massey Hall were bulging recently
moral bath."
as 3,000 hand-clapping, toe-tapping fans
Noting that some people contend that of old-time gospel music filled the place
sex outside of marriage is all right under to the rafters for an "All Night Sing."

Billy Graham Criticizes
U.S. Supreme Court

A

T

These gospel jamborees, featuring
high-decibel quartets from the South,
have become big-time performances.
There were five quartets in the recent
marathon which lasted over six hours.
» Singing is only part of the performance. The quartets also tap their toes,
stamp their feet, clap their hands, snap
their fingers, wave their arms, and—if
they get really happy—dance a jig.
The object of the evening evidently
is to find out which quartet can sing
the loudest. There were moments when
some members of the audience stuck
their fingers in their ears. But for the
majority it obviously was a case of the
louder the better.
Each quartet has its own pianist who
usually jiggles all over the place while
playing, as if made of springs. He seems
bent on one thing: to pound the piano
to pieces in the shortest possible time.
One pianist leaped to his feet after
every number and did a dance.
And the audience? They loved it.
Most swayed and clapped in time to the
music, including one middle-aged dowager draped in furs.
Each quartet has a spokesman, generally with a folksy drawl and a sense
of humor to match. "This here's my
youngest brother," said one of the Sego
Brothers, quartet from Georgia, pointing
to a tall, emaciated-looking man. "Come
out and take a bow, Muscles!"
Another quartet's spokesman announced that their pianist was the only
one of the group still unmarried—"old
maids and widder women please take
note."
In the U.S. South, all night Gospel
sings (and they do last all night there)
are big business. Crowds of 5,000 to
10,000" are frequent. Gospel quartets
are celebrities, heard on radio and records and seen on TV.
Most of those who attend all night
sings are Protestant fundamentalists for
whom the experience is like going to a
revival meeting, only livelier.
The Beatles get bigger crowds, but
in a test for sheer volume and vitality,
the mop-haired Liverpudlians would
run a poor second any day to an oldtime gospel quartet.
(All of the foregoing constitutes part
of a newspaper reporter's comments
after attending an all night sing.)
The poet, Robert Burns, penned a
quaint little ode after sitting behind a
distinguished lady in church and observing a louse in her hair. The exact
quote is not at hand but the sentiment
was, "O that God the gift would give us,
To see ourselves as others see us." •
Evangelical
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cal disease occurring very rarely in Zambia (formerly N. Rhodesia). The oldest
of their seven children, Verna is in
Standard V at Macha Mission School;
the youngest was born in February,
1963.
Please remember to pray for this
widow and family and also for the
church leaders as they seek to care for
the responsibilities which Brother Mudenda was bearing in church and school.
BCWM Office

The late Simon Mudenda interpreting into
Tonga for Bishop H. H. Brubaker, as the
latter read to the N. Rhodesia Regional Conference official greetings from the Church in
America, in April of this year.

IN MEMORIUM
Mr. Simon M. C. Mudenda was born February 2, 1922, at Macha Village. He became
a Christian and united with the Brethren in
Christ Church early in life. On the 17th January, 1950, he was married to Anna Ncube
Mudenda, and to them were born three sons
and four daughters.
Mr. Mudenda had been ill for a number of
months and received treatment by specialists at
the Lusaka Hospital. During this time he
traveled back and forth in order to carry out
his duties as Manager of Schools. On Wednesday, 16th September, 1964, he was admitted
to the Lusaka Hospital and confined to bed.
For fourteen days the doctors gave him the
very best of medical attention in a struggle to
save his life. Many prayers were offered to
God on his behalf. Mr. Mudenda's condition
grew worse until at about 8:00 p.m., Tuesday,
29th September, God saw fit to take him from
us.
Mr. Mudenda was preceded in death by
his mother, one brother and one sister. H e
is survived by his wife, seven children, his
father, Chief Macha, two brothers and one
sister and a great host of relatives and friends.
We will always remember our brother as an
able and conscientious teacher, an efficient and
accurate School Administrator and Manager.
But more than that we remember him as one
who took an active and willing part in the
life and leadership of our Church.
Mr. Simon Muleya Cikobo Mudenda was
laid to rest this 1st day of October, 1964, beside the grave of his mother at Macha Central.
We sorrow not as those who have no hope,
but believe in the sure and certain resurrection
of those who die in the Lord.
Unitedly we pray for God's comfort and
blessing upon Mrs. Mudenda and her family.
Let us pray that God will support them by His
strong arm in this hour of deepest sorrow, and
be very near to the entire family in this great
loss.
H. F . Kipe
Nuhumba Mission, P.O. Box 173
Choma
1st October, 1964

NOTE: The disease which caused
Simon Mudenda's death was a tropiNovember 9, 1964

Hagi and Its Newness
June and July I spent my time
D
either studying, making some improvements around the house or else
URING

entertaining guests. In June we had our
revivals here at Hagi, with large
crowds, often close to 100 attending.
Many people heard the gospel for the
first time but have still not accepted.
One grandmother of 72, whose son is
one of the leaders of the church, came
almost every night to these meetings
and made a confession of faith, but has
been too ill to come to church since.
Several of the regular attendants became quite dynamic in their Christian
life and the church has been greatly
strengthened even though we have not
grown in numbers. More young people
now attend the Saturday Bible Class,
even though they do not come to the
Sunday morning worship service. A
large number of older people who came
to the special meetings still do not come
to the Sunday worship services.
During the special Nagato services,
I took a carload down from Hagi every
night. One of the young men who had
attended here for some time accepted
Christ. In one of our earlier prayer
meetings, as others were telling how
they were saved, when his turn came, he
said, "But I am different." He was not
like the rest then, but he has changed!
Today he carries his Bible and song
book with him and is quite active in the
young people's group.
Marlin Zook, JAPAN

Hard Times
dated September

A months

30

are rather dull
in one sense of the word.
It is the monsoon season; many people
are flooded either in or out, as flooding
UGUST AND SEPTEMBER

seems normal each rainy season, with
the areas shifting somewhat.
The rice crop is planted; there are no
special Hindu holidays; there's lots of
dysentery, malnutrition—because food is
always more scarce at this time of the
year, extreme humidity and a rare east
breeze combination, high fevers due to
typhoid fever, intermittent fever caused
by malaria, plus all the usual aches and
pains.
Food seems to be even more scarce
this year than usual and prices are high.
Flour, sugar, matches, rice, and kerosene
are all scarce with supplies often depleted. All food and commodity prices
have risen. Rice is 40 rupees for 80 lbs.;
last year it was only 25 to 26 rupees at
this time. . . . Somehow this doesn't
seem to affect India's population explosion; the only thing breaking production estimates is the population itself—
food, industry, education, and medicine
fall short of the estimated increases set
or hoped for in the 5-year plan.
EVANGELISM

Even though the monsoon season
makes jeep travel impossible to many
villages, we have faithful workers who
go by train, cycle, horse and/or footsometimes wading through water or
crossing streams by boat. Services continue to be held even though other
village work is impossible during this
time.
Anna Jean Mann, Madhipura

The Church in America
As Seen by Rev. Sibanda
were very kind to me.
Some have asked me how I was
Ttreated
in America. You can see the
HE PEOPLE

answer when you look at me. Someone
said that if I had stayed a whole year,
I would not be able to get through the
door.
I was very much impressed by the
way in which General Conference was
organized. There was the chairman with
his assistants and then there were the
committees which prepared all the business for Conference.
I enjoyed visiting about 35 churches.
The leaders are well educated and they
put much emphasis on teaching the
young people. But the most impressive
thing was the way people gave offerings. Even widows give very much. We
must learn to give offerings if our
church is to grow.
—From the 1964 General
Conference Bulletin,
Mtshabezi Mission.
(9)

Bishop C. J. Ulery of the Central
Conference was present for t h e service
at Millerfields in t h e morning a n d a t
Bloomington in t h e evening. Interest
and attendance were good at both
places, a n d t h e near presence of t h e
Lord was graciously manifested throughout t h e services.
Brother Sollenberger a s s u m e s a
weighty charge on this duo-community
circuit.

New parsonage, Colorado Springs, Colorado. Bishop Alvin C. Burkholder with Pastor and
Mrs. Ethan Gramm

Home Missions and Extension

New Harvesters
B gladden my w i n d o w today. So m a y
the devotion of these n e w workers w a r m
ALMY

SUNSHINE

and

brilliant

color

your hearts, a n d promote your personal
interest in their assignments which a r e
filled with b o t h rich opportunity a n d
high challenge. Pray that their love a n d
loyalty, fortitude a n d faith fail not.
COLORADO SPRINGS.

On

Sunday,

Au-

gust 2, 1964, Rev. E t h a n Gramm w a s
installed as pastor of Mountain View
Chapel at Colorado Springs. Last J u n e
Brother G r a m m w a s graduated from
Messiah College with t h e Bachelor of
Theology degree. H e becomes t h e second pastor in this growing church, r e placing Rev. Earl Engle w h o is entering
graduate school.
Midwest Conference representative of
the Board for H o m e Missions a n d Extension, Rev. Henry N . Miller, was present for t h e morning service a n d conducted t h e installation'. His message from I
Thessalonians 2 included directives to
both pastor a n d people w h o responded
in their commitment one to t h e other,
and b o t h to God. W e believe t h a t G o d
will bless a n d multiply their ministry.
A noon fellowship meal gave opportunity for t h e n e w s h e p h e r d to acquaint
himself with t h e flock. T h e Gramms live
in t h e parsonage a t 1425 MacArthur.
VIRGINIA.

On

Sunday, S e p t e m b e r

5,

1964, Rev. Arthur Brubaker was installed
as pastor of t h e Farris Mines congregation in Virginia. W i t h typical southern
hospitality, t h e folk warmly welcomed
the Brubakers. Music provided b y a
local ladies' q u a r t e t w a s a n excellent
contribution to t h e service. H o m e Mission Board representative, Rev. Isaac S.
Kanode, spoke on " T h e Portrait of a
(10)

Bishop C. J. Ulery with the Avery Sollenberger, Jr. family at the church steps,
Millerfields.
F R O M OHIO TO MICHIGAN. T h e H u b e r t

Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Brubaker with Farris
Mines church board.
Pastor," a n d was in charge of t h e installation.
T h e Brubaker family come from Mt.
Joy, Pennsylvania. Earlier, Brother Brubaker was pastor of t h e Mastersonville
Church, a n d more recently has been active in field evangelistic work.
O n e son is at present living with his
parents. T h r e e other of their family
were home for this occasion.
KENTUCKY.

Avery

Sollenberger,

Stern family moved into t h e parsonage
at Maple Grove, Rust, Michigan, t h e
first week in August, a n d on t h e following Sunday morning, August 9, Bishop
C. J. Ulery installed Brother Stern as t h e
n e w pastor there.
T h e Sterns come from t h e Amherst
Community Church, Massillon, Ohio,
where they were active members.
Maple Grove, o u r
northernmost
Michigan church, is t h e only one in t h e
township a n d serves a widely scattered
( C o n t i n u e d on p a g e thirteen)

Jr.

and family from Air Hill, near Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, where Brother
Sollenberger has b e e n a deacon, moved
into t h e parsonage at Ella, Kentucky, o n
September 22. They were warmly r e ceived b y t h e folk of t h e Bloomington
a n d Millerfields communities, a n d m a d e
a n u m b e r of visits even before t h e pastor's official installation on September
27.

Just moved in. The Hubert Stern family at
the parsonage, Maple Grove.
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Living Above Income
E. V. Rivers
The crisis of dollars is a major cause
of family tensions. How can Christians
give to God and meet all other obligations? This article offers wholesome
guidance on paying the bills.—Page Ed.
much is being
O
written and discussed concerning
the growing evils of consumer credit
N ALL SIDES TODAY

and its effect on the national economy.
But families make up nations. What
is "N.D.P." doing to our family life?
Initial capital letters are practically a
secondary language now—most of them
are so familiar that we never think of
using the words they represent. "No
Down Payment" is certainly a lure to
the unwary.
Consumer credit has undoubtedly given people a higher standard of living.
With the industrial revolution great
quantities of goods came on the market.
There was more and steadier employment. Then through inventions of all
kinds of machinery, mass production
placed goods on the market so rapidly
and in such quantities that the buying
power of family incomes came to be outstripped and the Time Payment Plan
emerged.
How are we adjusting to the rapid
change and growth that has taken place
in the 20th century? Are we more or
less contented?
Charles Dickens, writer of the 19th
century, wrote: "Annual income, 20
pounds, annual .expenditure, 19/6: result happiness. Annual income, 20
pounds, annual expenditure, 20/6d: result misery."
The larger income for the average
man and woman today is a far cry from
the pitiful wages in Dickens' time. And
the easy credit system is a different
matter from debt in those times when
prisons opened their dingy gates to
debtors.
Recently credit has become easier and
easier. But is it really making life easier for our families? Parents are becoming confused.
Among young people starting out in
life the idea is to have everything "packaged." The old idea of an engagement
where there was a period of saving up
and preparing for marriage has practically gone by the board. Young couples
November 9, 1964

are getting married who have nothing
saved, no steady income, and, in many
cases, still in school.
A 60-year-old grandmother put it
tartly: "The young people nowadays
want everything at the start that we
waited years for!"
This ied to a discussion between the
younger mothers. One was worried because they had just bought their fiveyear-old a bicycle. The child was no
longer content with the tricycle because
all her friends had "bikes." The mother
of a small boy told how she had given in
and gotten a TV set (although they
needed other things more) because Paul
was always in someone else's house to
see the shows all the kids talked about.
The mother of a teen-ager had bought
her daughter a cashmere sweater which
she could not afford because "the other
girls had them." For these things credit
made the way easy temporarily, but
what of the ultimate effect on the home's
economy?
In some cases credit is an asset. Tom
Smith has the chance of a better job,
but a car is necessary. John and Mary
have a baby and need a house rather
than an apartment. A loan, with payments fitted to earning capacity, is a
necessary and practical arrangement.
There are also necessary items for the
household that have to be acquired.
But what does "necessary" mean? Need
a car be the latest model?
No one wants to go back to the days
when Grandma scrubbed clothes on a
washboard and spent summer hours over
a hot cookstove, and when Grandpa had
to chop kindling and read the News by
the light of a kerosene lamp.
But does it hurt a strong young
mother, after her laundry is washed
to hang it out in the sun and air to dry?
or a young husband to push his own
lawn mower? Modern appliances may
save labor but wear out nerves when
convenience is set before economy.
Today many pay checks are mortgaged before they are earned!
Much of the sickness today is caused
by parceling out payments due on smart
home accessories and extravagant clothing. Wondering if enough is left for
food and housing adds to the problem.
Is it worth it?

Most couples want a family. But
within a stone's throw of my desk are
four couples who, having obtained most
modern conveniences in from four to
eight years of marriage, still have no
children. And children are more important to the success of a marriage.
If credit buying is indulged in too
freely by those who do not think far
enough ahead, there is the risk of repossession. They grasp then at other
straws. Finance companies are cropping up everywhere, and the citizens
who become too much involved fall easy
prey to the seductions of these "lenders."
You are offered "ready money" just on
your signature!
The father of two children finding
himself without cash in the pre-Christmas period, borrowed $200. He only
collected $176 of this in the first place,
but had to make monthly payments for
the whole amount, plus interest accruing
month by month, which can grow to an
inordinate figure in time. The problem
in this case became acute when on
Christmas Eve the man met with an
accident and was hospitalized.
The habit of time payments is even
now passing to the younger generation.
A high school girl was shopping for a
graduation dress with her mother. Passing over numbers up to $25, the girl
tried on a $50 model! The mother protested the price—she hadn't the cash
to buy it. "Well," said the daughter, "that
doesn't matter, Mother, you can pay for
it in installments!"
But now comes further sidetrack for
sense. You can travel on a time payment
plan. You can fly across the continent
for a small sum down, paying the rest in
installments after your return. You can
even go on a trip to Europe and have
20 or more months to pay the balance!
Is "N.D.P." a sign of our times? Does
it mean that people must have everything they desire right away? And does
that make for character building, for
health of mind and body? Does it make
for stability in marriage and for happy
families? Does it, in fact, make good
nations?
In the world of today credit has its
uses. But saving is better. Good housing
and good food should come first; newer
cars, fur coats, and costly vacations last.
Charge accounts are useful to take advantage of goods on sale, or for an
emergency; they are misused when customers are led into extravagant purchases just because they need not pay
cash.
A shortsightedness in money matters
leads to trouble. A long view means
less worry and eventually more family
happiness.
•
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PREACHERS

A

Needed for the Future . . .
(Continued from page five)

Scarcity of
Pastors
COMMON

AREA of

concern

exists

among all Protestant groups, the
trend of diminishing personnel to fill the
pulpits.
The shortage is not confined to any
particular organization or theological
category. It is just as acute with evangelicals as among the more formal and
catechetical circles. To those of us supporting "Wesleyan Holiness" with its
emphasis on dedication, separation and
heart purity, it is even more grievous to
acknowledge we suffer a shortage of
pastors.
This brief article makes no attempt to
answer all the questions or solve the
problem but presents a few questions
for serious thinking.
Is it still true, "the gifts and callings
of God are without repentance"?
Have we ever needed true gospel
preaching more than now?
Could it be that God is calling less
recruits into His ministry?
Has the Christian ministry lost its
appeal and challenge to the youth of
our generation? If so, why?
Could it be "remotely" possible that
in this materialistic generation other
callings are more inviting?
Is pastoral work too strenuous?
Is the laity too demanding in our day?
In presenting these rather piercing
Questions we very well recognize that
there are many fields of service in the
Christian church to which God calls His
servants, such as teaching, writing, travelling, etc. These duties require competent personnel, many which are found in
the Christian ministry and we thank God
for what they are doing.
From where I sit it looks like the pastorate suffers unduly in comparison. Let
us never forget that "God has seen fit
through the foolishness of preaching to
save those that believe."
—E. J. Swalm

Meet Charles W. Rife

C career at Iron Springs, Pa.

HARLES w. RIFE started his preaching

Serving
with a ministerial license, he assisted
there for four years. He started preach-
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its great books, the Harvard Business
School with its case method approach.
At Messiah College we have an excellent opportunity to accent our differences because at no previous time in
history has education faced such urgent
demands that call for first-rate Christian
education which is devoted to academic
excellence. The liberal arts program
within a Christian context will contribute an eternal perspective which
avoids an obsolescence of fixed beliefs.
Education with a religious orientation
will give an approach to life that will
provide for meeting radical changes
and will give ease in the redirection of
goals in a dynamic society.
Messiah College will not be a firstrate Christian college by simply having
a magnificent department of religion or
an outstanding chapel program. Ethics
and natural morality dare not pass as
religion. The liberal arts students on
ing at about 20 years of age. For the this campus should leave the college
last 20 years, Brother Bife has served as halls with more than an intellectual
a minister in the New Guilford congre- sense of compassion and man made
gation, more than half of that time as moral standards. In testing the effectpastor.
iveness of this kind of education, the criHe dates his conversion to February teria will include the college's ability to
28, 1928. It happened in the King Street help the student progress toward a masUnited Brethren Church, Chambers- tery of subject matter in a chosen field
burg, Pa., under the ministry of Dr. of specialization, to stimulate the stuClyde W. Meadows. Two years later at dent's love for truth, to cultivate his apthe age of 17 he committed his life to the preciation for cultural heritage and his
Lord, at that time sensing a call to the facility in human relationships.
Christian ministry. His surrender inOther measurements will be a detercluded a willingness for service in the mining of whether the student is gaining
Christian ministry.
understandings and appreciations for the
He was married to Miss Carrie E. physical universe, developing logical and
Bice, December 22, 1935. They have creative thought processes, and gaining
four children. Their son, Charles, Jr., is the capacity for discerning judgment.
presently assisting in the mission work But in addition, he will discover the relin New York City. A daughter, married evance of Christian truth to his personal
to Bev. Bruce Urey, is serving with her life in commitment, through faith in
husband in the pastorate at Martinsburg, Christ with a total discipleship that will
elicit a disciplined service to man and
Pa.
Brother Bife's ministry has reached God. On this campus the concept of rethroughout the Brotherhood where he ligion recognizes a force that is nonhas conducted more than 60 revival human.
The College to provide such a setting
services. Presently he serves as chairman of the Board for Home Missions will need to have a faculty whose acaand Extension. He also serves on the Al- demic preparedness is second to none.
legheny Conference Extension Board. Genuine scholarship and enlightened
This keeps him in touch with a number faith must go hand in hand. In this
setting the teacher needs to be given
of mission congregations in Pa.
One of a family of eight, Brother Rife full freedom to teach, to investigate, to
grew up in a family built around a write, and research without intrusion.
The teacher will do more than seek
family altar. This helped to foster and
develop appreciation and support for for secular truths in a setting of freethe Brethren in Christ Church. We be- dom—he will compassionately serve as
lieve under God his ministry will con- unto the Lord. All teachers will seek to
relate the key concepts of their discitinue to bear fruit for the Kingdom.
plines to other fields, but in addition on
—E. J. Swalm
Evangelical

Visitor

this campus they should possess a
spiritual sensitivity to relate secular truth
to spiritual truth and fciith. The faculty
will attack the current tendency toward
pessimism, skepticism, and moral neutralism. The teachers will meet despair,
cynicism, and hate, with faith, hope, and
love for these are the tools of truth.
This kind of education will produce
better and more rational citizens for today and tomorrow. In turn these human
beings will have a leavening affect upon
all society because they have commitments that are beyond materialism and
education for a life rather than a living.
As a small college this institution
should grow larger for efficiency reasons,
but more important than this, Messiah
College should grow larger because
quality education genuinely Christian is
as imperative as it is rare. By simply
keeping pace with national growth
trends in our development at Messiah
College, I feel we will be retreating by
way of the status quo.
In face of the tidal wave of college
students that are upon us, many private
colleges have decided to limit their enrollment in order to develop for a greater academic excellence. At Messiah
College it will take a lot of running to
provide for the hundreds of good serious
minded students who will be knocking
on our doors. We will not look to the
single goal of developing for excellence
alone. A double effort will be involved
because we aim to grow better as well as
bigger. It must be admitted—hard and
harsh demands confront us, but every
demand and every growth problem is
this college's opportunity.
Messiah College cannot afford to run
less swiftly than it is able because it
takes a great deal of running for a higher
educational institution to stay in the
same place these days. Marked movement in the areas of growth and quality
will not be painless or of low demand
because the price to pay is high and
inevitably rising. The price will be paid
by more than dollars—it will also involve dedication. Messiah College is not
looking for the easy way which leads
to mediocrity. We have a feeling that
the host of friends of this institution do
not wish to take the easy way. This
institution is on the threshold of a great
adventure and we invite you to join us
in it.
On the shores of the Red Sea, God
spake unto Moses saying, "Speak unto
the Children of Israel that they go forward," and there was a path before them
through the sea. But it was not until
they started that the waters divided before them. For us there shall be the
same high intervention if only our exNovember 9, 1964

pectations are courageous enough. All
things are possible to them that believe.
Inspired by a purposeful past, challenged by an awesome present, Messiah College has a fabulous future before
it, under God.
•

(Continued from page ten)
population. Brother Stern is a full-time
teacher in the elementary school system
and through this avenue has an excellent approach to many families. Here
is a wide open door.
TO OHIO.

Thirty-nine complete families were present
in Sunday school on Family Sunday, October
11, Montgomery, Pa.
The Baltimore church, Md., observed the
third anniversary in their new church, Sunday,
October 4. Sunday School attendance was 145.

New Harvesters

AND FROM MICHIGAN

The Paul Katter family, musicians, participated in Sunday school and morning worship,
Pasadena, Calif., October 25.

On

July 12, 1964 Brother Edward Powell
was installed in his first charge, as pastor of the Shanesville, Ohio congregation. Rev. Andrew Slagenweit, representative of the Central Conference, conducted this service.
The Powells come from our Leonard,
Michigan, church where they were busy
members. The fact that Brother Powell
relinquished a good and promising position in the automobile industry to assume this charge, is evidence of their
concern for the Lord's work at Shanesville. The Lord reward them.
•

CHURCH NEWS
BULLETIN-BITS
Tremont congregation, Pa., held their annual
retreat at Camp Kenbrook, October 9-10, with
approximately
seventy-five
in
attendance.
Marshall Poe spoke about I-W service in Africa,
and Edna Long recounted VS experiences at
Navajo Mission.

Avery Sollenberger, Jr., was installed as pastor of the Millerfields and Bloomington
churches, Ky., September 27.
Pleasant Hill congregation, Ohio, has invited
Joe Haines to serve as assistant to Pastor William Hoke.
Ground breaking for the new Central Conference Youth Camp was held on the site, near
Oxford, Michigan, October 10.
Rev. Luke Keefer will serve as evangelist
and Dr. Dwight Ferguson as Bible teacher at
Camp Freedom, St. Petersburg, Florida, January 27-February 7, 1965.
Dr. Evan Welch, chaplain for Wheaton College, spoke to Chicago Mission congregation,
Illinois, Sunday, October 25.
Springfield congregation, Ohio, heard Rev.
Calvin Brown, Jamaica, in their Sunday evening service, October 11. They were joined in
worship by Negro friends from the West
Washington Church of God.
A documentary film, the Salt Lake City
Crusade of Myron Augsburger, was shown at
Bellevue Park, Harrisburg, Pa., Sunday evening, October 18.
"Gospel through Electronics" was the title
of Rev. Willis Clawser's message to the Hollowell congregation, Pa., Sunday morning, October 11.
Miss Alice Miller showed pictures of a recent trip to Europe in a service sponsored by
the WMPC, Clarence Center, N.Y., Wednesday
evening, October 7.

Pictures and a report of service in Alaska
were presented to the Men's Fellowship, Zion,
Kansas, by Samuel Minter, Tuesday evening,
October 6.

Richard Diemer, professor of Sociology at
Tennessee Polytechnic Institute, was guest
speaker for family day at Pomeroy Chapel,
Tenn., Sunday morning, October 18.

Rev. Charles Eshelman, Messiah College,
spoke in Rally Day services, Sunday morning,
October 4, at New Guilford, Pa.

The Conference of Historic Peace Churches
was held at Stouffville, Ontario, Saturday, October 3 1 . E. J. Swalm and J. C. Wenger, were
among the speakers.

Pleasant Hill congregation, Ohio, will hold
Lovefeast and Thanksgiving services, November 21-22. Rev. Percy Cassel,. Nappanee, Ind.,
will speak.
Dr. Ed. Swanson, psychologist, Springfield,
Ohio, and Dr. Alvin Heise, physician, New
Madison, Ohio, were guest speakers for a
Family Life Conference at Dayton Church,
Sunday, October 18.
Pastor of the Ludlow Falls Friends Church,
Rev. Louis Barrett, ministered in the morning
worship service, Highland congregation, Ohio,
October 25.
Rally Day at Air Hill Sunday School, Pa.,
October 25, featured Larry Moyer. He sang,
played his trumpet, and shared his experiences
with a YFC team in Brazil.
Pastor Herbert Hoover, Waynesboro, Pa.,
conducted morning devotions over Station
WAYZ, October 5-9.

President Tilman Smith, Hesston College,
spoke on "The Layman's Trust" to the Abilene
congregation, Kansas, Sunday morning, October
11. The Hesston College Quartet ministered
in song.
"The Stewardship of Human Relations" was
discussed by Richard Showalter, practicing
psychologist, with the Young Adult Fellowship, Chino, Calif., October 11.
The Atlantic and Allegheny Conferences are
sponsoring a Sunday School Convention at
Messiah College, November 2 1 . Workshop
sessions and addresses by Sunday School leaders are planned.
Thural V. Brehm led a united worship service and taught the combined high school and
young adult classes for Palmyra Sunday School,
Pa., October 18. Saturday evening h e was
guest speaker for the Father-Son Banquet.
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Revival Services
Henry Landis at Bertie, Ontario, Oct. 25Nov. 8; Clyde Denny at Beulah Chapel, Ky.,
Nov. 1-15; Dale Ulery at Tremont, Pa., Nov.
2-15; Milo Nussbaum at Nappanee, Ind., Nov.
6-15; Lane Hostetter at Waynesboro, Pa., Nov.
15-22; Paul Hostetler at Zion, Kansas, Nov.
16-22; Ray Brubaker at Highland, Ohio, Jan.
10-24.
Camp Kahquah, Canada
Camp Kahquah closed a most interesting
summer. There was an overall registration of
approximately 350 in the five camping groups
—boys, girls, teenage, senior youth retreat and
family conference. All age groups welcomed
outdoor devotionals, Bible study and crafts in
this nature setting. Recreational opportunities at Camp Kahquah are varied enough that
every camper can be refreshed. Campees may
participate in swimming, boating, nature journeys on Hiawatha path, group recreation and
talent nights. The 1964 registrants eagerly
await another camping season.

THUMA—Martha Elizabeth, born September
3, 1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Thuma, Maytown congregation, Pa.

James Sider officiating, assisted by Bishop E.
J. Swalm. Interment was in the Rosebank
Cemetery.

W I S E — Heather Elaine, born August 10,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. David Wise, Mountain
View Chapel, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

HOOVER—Graveside services were held October 7, 1964, at Colorado Memorial Shrine
Cemetery for David Irvin Hoover, infant son
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hoover. Pastor Ethan
Gramm of Mountain View Chapel, Colorado
Springs, officiated. In addition to his parents
h e is survived by one sister, Cindy, and one
brother, Gregory. Surviving also are the maternal grandparents.

ZOOK—Christine Ann, born September 19,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Verle Zook, Zion congregation, Kansas.

iVeeMk&i
SCHWARTZ-OBERHOLTZER—Miss Verna Oberholtzer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul E.
Oberholtzer, Manheim, Pa., became the bride
of Mr. Glenn Schwartz, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Schwartz, York, Pa., August 7, 1964. The
ceremony was performed in the Mastersonville
Brethren in Christ Church, Pastor John Bicksler officiating.
SHUEY-NOHRENHOLD — Miss Helen
Jane
Nohrenhold, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
H. Nohrenhold, Manheim, Pa., became the
bride of Mr. George S. Shuey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Arch Shuey, Annville, Pa., September 5,
1964. The ceremony was performed in the
Salem Evangelical Lutheran Church, Lebanon,
Pa.
SIDER-PUTMAN—Miss Linda Putman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Putman, Stevensville, Ontario, became the bride of Mr. Harold
Sider, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Sider,
Stevensville, Ontario, September 19, 1964. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. James Sider,
uncle of the groom.
SORGE-SIDER—Miss Gail Elaine Sider, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Sider, Wainfleet,
Ontario and Mr. Paul David Sorge, son of
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Sorge, Dunnville, Ontario,
were united in marriage, September 26, 1964.
The ceremony was performed in the Wainfleet Brethren in Christ Church, Pastor Edward Gilmore officiating.

Fiftieth Anniversary of
Christian Education Conference
Mowersville, South Mountain and Green
Springs churches together celebrated the fiftieth
Christian Education Conference on September
26 and 27. With the general theme "Jubilee
—the 50th year of Jewish History," the speakers for the occasion were Dr. William Arnett
of Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore
Kentucky, and Rev. Alden Long of Messiah
College, Grantham, Pa. Rev. Long discussed
the theme in relation to Jewish life, and Dr.
Arnett applied the theme to Christian workers in the Sunday School.
Originally known as a Sunday School Conference and carried on by churches of the
former North Franklin District, these informal meetings were arranged by a representative
from each of several participating churches and
the local bishop. There were children's recitations, discussions by Sunday school teachers
on ways of improving teaching, messages by
local ministers, and occasionally, a guest speaker.
The three cooperating churches have been
sponsoring the conference since 1956.

MILLER—Daryl Eugene, born September 3,
1964, to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Miller, Manor
congregation, Pa.
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STITT-CABVER — Miss Carol Ruth Carver,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David Carver,
Stevensville, Ontario, became the bride of Mr.
Harry Birks Stitt, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Stitt, September 18, 1964. The ceremony was
performed by Rev. William Charlton.
WRIGHT-LANE—Miss Erma Fern Lane, St.
Anns, Ontario, became the bride of Mr. Horace
George Wright, Beamsville, Ontario. The ceremony was performed in the Boyle Brethren
in Christ Church, Pastor Andrew McNiven
officiating.
YODER-SNOOK — Miss Jane Loueen Snook,
daughter of Mrs. Mary and the late Eugene
Snook, York, Pa., and Mr. L. William Yoder,
son of Rev. and Mrs. Leroy G. Yoder, Harrisburg, Pa., were united in marriage, September
12, 1964. The ceremony was performed in
the York Gospel Center, Rev. Leroy G. Yoder
officiating, assisted by Rev. Ralph E. Boyer.

06$mt/zieA
ALBRECHT—Mr.

Ray

Albrecht,

son

of

Mr.

and Mrs. Christian Albrecht, Rosebank congregation, Ontario, was born January 7, 1941,
passed away in the Kitchener Hospital, the
result of a car accident, August 28, 1964. He
was a member of the Rosebank congregation
for 16 years.
In addition to his parents, the following
brothers and sisters survive:
Mrs. Bruce
Winger and Wm. Daniel Albrecht, New Hamburg; a twin sister, Mrs. Mervyn Potteiger,
Kitchener; Ronald, Harold, and Dale at home.
Funeral services were conducted at the
Rosebank Brethren in Christ Church, Pastor

MARTIN — Doris Naomi Stehman, was born
September 12, 1922, passed away away September 17, 1964. She was a member of the
Ephrata Mennonite Church, Pa.
She is survived by her husband, Charles W .
Martin, two sons, Donald and Jesse; one
daughter, Donna; her mother, Mrs. Anna
Stehman Wolgemuth and her step-father, Ezra
Wolgemuth. Also surviving are two sisters and
two brothers.
ZIMMERMAN — Mrs. Sarah
Zimmerman,
daughter of the late Benjamin and Elizabeth
Dean, born April 15, 1885, Stevensville, Ontario, passed away, Fort Erie, Ontario, September 27, 1964.
She was united in marriage to Frank Zimmerman in 1904. She with her husband united
with the Brethren in Christ Church in 1917.
Besides her husband, she is survived b y two
daughters, Mrs. Rufeen Lichtenberger, Stevensville; and Mrs. Paul Lichtenberger, Fort Erie.
Two sons predeceased her.
Funeral services were conducted in the
Climenhage Funeral Home at Stevensville, Ontario, Rev. William Charlton, officiating. Interment was in the Brethren in Christ Cemetery.
Jtjfft/%
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Operation Midnight Sun Completed
AKRON, PA. ( M C C ) — Early September saw
the completion of the Mennonite Disaster Service rebuilding project in the Alaska earthquake
zone carried out jointly with the 49th District
of the Lions International Service Organization and the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
On Good Friday of 1964, Alaska and surrounding islands were hit by the strongest
earthquake to strike North America and the
second most powerful ever recorded.
On
seismographs thousands of miles away, recording needles went clear off the machines.
Estimators figured that the quake and tidal
waves caused damage of over $700 million to
the state. The President declared it a disaster area and Congress unanimously passed a
$50-million appropriation to speed rehabilitation work.
Mindful that the situation was being carefully evaluated by other experienced disaster
men, MDS representatives looked beyond the
immediate Anchorage wreckage to an Indian
village approximately 200 miles west and slightly south of the capital.
The investigation of Ivan Martin and John
Garman revealed that a village of Aleut Indians on Afognak Island located roughly 28
miles northeast of the town of Kodiak had
23 of 38 houses wiped out. The island had
settled five to six feet so that the remaining
structures were endangered by high tides.
Visually, the needs appeared undramatic—no
mangled steel and concrete remains—because
most of the simple frame dwellings had been
swept away by tidal waves.
Aware that Alaska and Federal officials anticipated a shortage of skilled labor in out-

continued on page sixteen)
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W o r l d Missions
AFRICA
Field Chairman's Residence: P. O. Box 711,
Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Bishop and Mrs. David E. Climenhaga
Miss Velma R. Brillinger
RHODESIA

Bishop's Residence: P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo,
Rhodesia, Africa
Bishop and Mrs. David E. Climenhaga
Financial Secretary: P. O. Box 1219, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Chester R. Heisey
Matopo Book Room: P. O. Box 544,
Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Donald R. Zook
Matopo Mission: Private Bag
wayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert
Rev. and Mrs. Mervin A.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T.
Miss Miriam G. Frey*
Miss Nancy J. Kreider
Miss Erma G. Lehman
Miss Dorothy M. Martin
Miss Eva Mae Melhom
Miss Eva Mae Peters
Mr. Dwight E. Rotz*

Bulawayo,

T 191,

Bula-

Lehman
Brubaker
Mann

Matopo Outstations: Private Bag T 225,
awayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth A. Bulgrien

Bul-

Bag M

Mtshabezi Outstations: Private Bag M
Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George E. Bundy

102,

Phumula Mission: Private Bag T 188, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. David M. Brubaker
Mr. Stanley H. Winger*
Phumula Mission Hospital: Private
188, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman

Bag

T

Wanezi Mission: Private Bag S 129, Bulawayo,
Rhodesia,
Africa.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert R. Harvey
Rev. and Mrs. Carl V. Ginder
Miss Mary C. Engle
Mr. Elwood D. Heisey*
Miss Martha L. Lady
Mr. James R. Shelly*
Wanezi Bible Institute: Private Bag S
Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Dr. and Mrs. Titus M. Books
Rev. and Mrs. Frederic L. Holland

129,

Wanezi Outstations: Private Bag S 129, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph H. Ginder
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ZAMBIA

Bishop's Residence: P. O. Box 115, Choma,
Zambia, Africa
Bishop and Mrs. J. Earl Musser
Choma Secondary School: P. O. Box 139,
Choma, Zambia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker
Miss Anna L. Kettering
David Livingstone Teacher Training College:
Private Bag 1, Livingstone, Zambia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Lamar F . Fretz
Miss Ruth T. Hunt
Miss Fannie Longenecker
Macha Mission: Private Bag llxc,
Choma,
Zambia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George K. Kibler
Miss Lona S. Brubaker
Mr. Stephen S. Fisher*
Miss Dorothy J. Gish
Macha Mission Hospital: Private Bag
llxc,
Choma, Zambia,
Africa
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma (until December 1st)
Dr. and Mrs. Robert K. Worman
Miss Mary E. Heisey
Miss Shirley A. Heisey

Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag M 102, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle L. Rosenberger*
Miss Anna J. Graybill
Miss Miriam L. Heise
Mr. Ronald H. Herr*
Miss Ruth E. Hock
Miss Erma R. Mann
Miss Mildred E. Myers
Miss Edna M. Switzer
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private
101, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Dr. and Mrs. J. Myron Stern
Miss Ruth N. Gettle*
Miss Evelyn R. Noel

Youngways Hostel (for missionary children):
40 Leander
Avenue,
Hillside,
Bulawayo,
Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern
Miss Donna L. Zook*

Nahumba
Zambia,
Rev.
Sikalonga
Zambia,
Rev.
Miss
* I-W

Mission: P. O. Box 173,
Choma,
Africa
and Mrs. H. Frank Kipe
Mission: P . O. Box 131,
Choma,
Africa
and Mrs. Keith D. Ulery
Gladys I. Lehman
and voluntary service workers

INDIA
Saharsa Mission: P. O. Saharsa, N. E.
way, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Miss Esther G. Book
Miss Erma Z. Hare

Rail-

Barjora Mission: P. O. Barjora via Tirbeniganj,
District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. Arthur L. Pye, Acting Field Superintendent
Mrs. Arthur L. Pye
Rev. and Mrs. James R. Cober
Madhipiua Mission: P. O. Madhipura, N. E
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Dr. and Mrs. Lowell Mann
Miss Mary Jane Shoalts
Miss Leora G. Yoder
Miss Verna W. Gibble
Baninankhi Mission: P. O. BanmankKi, N. E.
Railway, District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Harvey Sider (residence)
Purnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N. E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Harvey Sider
B-4A Kailash Colony, New Delhi 14, India
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter
H-29 Kailash Colony, c/o Miss Gulabi McCarty,
New Delhi, India
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph B. Smith
Woodstock School, P. O. Landour,
Mussoorie,
V. P., India
Miss Mary E. Stoner
JAPAN
11 Tokaichi, Hagi-shi, Yamaguchi-ken,
Rev. and Mrs. Marlin E. Zook
1279 Higashi Fukagawa,
Nagato-shi,
guchi-ken, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book

Japan
Xama-

228, 4-Chome, Nukui-Machi,
Koganei-shi,
kyo, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Graybill

To-

CUBA
Cuatro Caminos, Habana Province, Cuba
• Temporarily Displaced: Rev. and Mrs.
Howard Wolgemuth, Box 111, Grantham,
Pa.
MISSIONARIES ON F U R L O U G H
Miss Beulah Arnold, 123 Walnut Street,
c/o Travis Knifley, Campbellsville, Kentucky
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book, c/o
Frey, R. 1, Abilene, Kansas.

Christ

Miss F . Mabel Frey, 2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Penna.
Miss Edna E. Lehman, c/o Miss Florence
Lehman, Route 9, York, Pa.
Miss Edith E. Miller, c/o Joe D. Miller, 301
Mill Street, Williamsville, New York
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk, c/o Arthur
B. Wenger, R. 4, Manheim, Pa., Tel. 717 6533733.
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms, 1496 N.
First Ave., Upland, Calif.
BRETHREN IN CHRIST PERSONNEL
SERVING UNDER AND SUPPORTED BY
O T H E R ORGANIZATIONS
Miss Shirley Bitner, H. 29 Kailash Colony,
New Delhi 14, India. (YFC, Regions Beyond
Missions)
Mr. and Mrs. David Carlson, c/o Trans
World Radio, Box 141, Monte Carlo, Monaco
(Trans World Radio)
Miss Hazel P. Compton, Broadwell Hospital,
Fatehpur, U. P., India (Women's
Missionary
Union)
Miss Anna R. Engle, 10 Devenish Court,
Devenish St., Sunnyside, Pretoria, South Africa
(Evangelical Alliance Mission)
David W. Van Der Bent, M.D., CCSA,
Commune M'CHIRA, par Chateaudun du
Rhumel (Constantine) Algerie
(Mennonite
Central
Committee)
Miss Lois Raser, El Salvador, Zaco, Mexico
Miss Harriet Trautwein, APO 24, San Juanito,
Chihuahua, Mexico (Mexican Evangelistic Mission)
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wolgemuth, c/o E. W .
Hatcher, Ixtapa, Chiapas, Mexico
(Wycliffe
Bible Translators)

Contributions to World Missions
send to:
BHETIIHEN IN C H R I S T W O U L D MISSIONS

P. O. Box 171
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Telephone 717-EM 7-7045

Contributions to Missions in America
send to:
Andrew Slagenweit
West Milton, Ohio
Contributions to Peace, Relief and
Service Committee
send to:
Clair Hoffman, 320 S. Market Ave.,

Mt. Joy, Pa.
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lying areas, the Mennonite Disaster Service
organization agreed to help relocate this wilderness Aleut village on higher ground. They
selected a new location on Kodiak Island a p proximately 12 miles from the village's former
site.
Consequently, during the past four months,
MDS provided skilled craftsmen (carpenters,
plumbers, and electricians), for the Port Lions
reconstruction project. Each workman served
a six-week tour of duty. Food, lodging, insurance, and transportation from Seattle and
back were paid by the Lions Club. They also
contributed $600,000 worth of material and accessory supplies necessary for the project. The
Bureau of Indian Affairs acted as liaison, providing supervision for t h e undertaking. This
marked the very first time that these three
agencies cooperated on a venture of this nature.
Team I consisted of nine men, Team II h a d
nine men, and Team III was made up of 22
men, the largest total group ever sent to an
emergency project sponsored by the all-unit
MDS organization.
Fifteen of the men came from four provinces: Ontario . . . six; Manitoba . . . four;
Saskatchewan . . . one; and Alberta . . . four.
Twenty-five of the MDS volunteers came
from 10 states: Virginia . . . one; New York
. . . one; Delaware . . . one; Pennsylvania . . .
three; Ohio . . . eight; Indiana . . . two; Illinois . . . one; Iowa . . . two; Kansas . . .
four; and California . . . two.
John Garman, chairman of the Sasketchewan chapter, presided at all three of the
orientation sessions held at Seattle, Washington. Regional directors were responsible for
recruiting t h e men. Frequently, more interested, well-qualified, and dedicated Christians
applied than MDS could send.
All supplies were shipped in from the mainland on barges. At times these barges were
delayed in getting out to the island and a further frustration was that a few vital items
were sometimes overlooked in the shipments.
Plumbing was slowed down from time to time
because of missing fittings. However, in spite
of these difficulties and considerable rain, good
progress was made by the men.
At t h e beginning of September, when MDS
officially phased out of the Operation Midnight Sun project, the community construction had progressed to this point; seven houses completed, eight roughed in and ready for
roofing, one ready for rafters, 13 had pilings,
stringers, and floor joists, five had partial pilings, three had holes d u g but no pilings, one
had only the land cleared, and one has yet
tq_ be cleared, making a total of 43 houses.
Most of the houses are to be 24 by 44 feet
with bath, and three bedrooms.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs is sending in
carpenters and they together with the Indians
will finish the work before snow flies.
The Aleuts were extremely friendly and appreciative of all efforts made on their behalf.
The disaster h a d rendered them penniless as
none of them carried insurance on their property. To the MDS men they commented again
and again that they failed to comprehend
why anyone would come to their assistance
without financial remuneration. They named
a stream "Mennonite Creek" after the MDS
volunteers.
"Certainly we are very deeply appreciative
for the assistance your organization has rendered . . . at Port Lions," said an official of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. " ( W e ) . . .
have been most favorably impressed with their
dedication and motivation . . . They have
done an outstanding job which will not soon
be forgotten by those with whom they have
associated."
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Japanese Missionary Sent to Egypt
OSAKA, JAPAN

( E P ) — A Japanese pastor

has

become the first Christian missionary from
this country to serve in an African nation.
For the next four years, the Rev. Moritada
Murayama will work in Cairo, Egypt, at the
request of the Coptic Evangelical Church to
help it develop a program of occupational
evangelism.
A minister of the United Church of Christ
in Japan (Kyodan), Mr. Murayama and his
wife and two children will be supported during his tour of duty in Egypt by the United
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
Mr. Murayama has been pastor of the
Yamato Koriyama Church here and has worked
with the Kansai Labor Evangelism Group. The
latter is internationally known for its pioneering work in evangelism and social action in
the. Osaka-Kobe-Kyoto area.
Although Mr. Murayama is the first Japanese missionary to an African nation, he is the
fourteenth UCCJ pastor to enter evangelistic
work outside Japan.
Child Evangelism Fellowship
Wins Congressman's Praise

WASHINGTON, D.c. (EP)—Efforts

of the

Na-

tional Child Evangelism Fellowship, which has
headquarters in Grand Rapids, Mich., were
lauded in the House of Representatives by Rep.
Gerald R. Ford, Jr., (Rep.-Mich.) for contributions toward stemming juvenile delinquency.
The organization holds Bible study groups
among school children in private homes or in
semi-public places which it calls "Good News
Clubs." He said the group is "entirely interdenominational; use is made of dedicated persons from many different denominations."
Objective of the organization is to present
the Gospel to children who do not otherwise
receive religious instruction. The group operates in several states, and in some states,
it is reported, is permitted use of public school
facilities for its programs.
Rep. Ford said: "It seems to me that such
constructive work on a voluntary basis is indeed significant.
Any effective
campaign
against juvenile delinquency must include religious instruction which is relevant to t h e
moral and spiritual needs of our children.
"So many proposed solutions to t h e delinquency problem seem to ignore these needs of
our young people. I know the work being
done by the National Child Evangelism Fellowship, the regularly organized churches, and
other groups carrying out similar endeavors is
a constructive effort meriting the support of
all concerned citizens."
Billy Graham Confers
with Cardinal Cushing
BOSTON (EP)—Evangelist Billy Graham visited Richard Cardinal Cushing, Archbishop of
Boston, at his home here and heard the Roman Catholic leader laud the effectiveness of his
Boston Crusade.
"I only wish we had a half-dozen men of
his caliber to go forth and preach the Gospel,"
the cardinal told newsmen.
He said h e h a d seldom seen a religious
crusade so effective as that led by Mr.
Graham. Cardinal Cushing urged Catholic
college students in the Boston area to attend
the crusade "because his message is one of
Christ's crucifixion and no Catholic can do
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anything b u t become a better Catholic from
hearing him."
"I'm 100 per cent for Billy Graham," h e
emphasized. " H e is extraordinarily gifted."
Mr. Graham thanked the Catholic prelate
for the "generous welcome" h e h a d extended
to the crusade in his statement and in The
Pilot, archdiocesan newspaper.
The evangelist said he h a d also thanked the
cardinal for an editorial, "Bravo Billy!" which
had appeared in the archdiocesan weekly in
1950. He said t h e salute 14 years ago from a
highly influential Catholic publication h a d
"created a good impression among Christians
around the world."
New President for Buffalo Bible Institute
BUFFALO, N . Y. ( E P ) — D r . James N. Bedford,
for ten years pastor of Beulah Baptist Church
in Detroit, Michigan, became President of Buffalo Bible Institute here in mid-October. H e
succeeds Dr. Neil A. Winegarden, who has
left to assume the presidency of Judson Junior
Baptist College in Portland, Oregon.
A graduate of Moody Bible Institute, Houghton College and Eastern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Dr. Bedford served as President of
London (Ont.) Bible Institute for ten years,
and in earlier years served pastorates in New
York and Pennsylvania.
Dr. Edman Named First Wheaton College
Chancellor: Dr. Armerding New President
Attorney Herman A. Fischer, chairman of
the Wheaton College (Illinois) Board of Trustees, recently announced the election of Dr.
V. Raymond Edman, currently President, as the
first Chancellor of the College. The action was
taken at a meeting of the Board on September 10, at the request of Dr. Edman. At t h e
same time the Board elected Dr. Hudson Taylor
Armerding, College Provost, to the Presidency.
Both elections will b e effective January 8, 1965.
Dr. Edman, who is completing his 25th year
as the fourth President of the historic 105year-old Wheaton College, requested t h e
Board to relieve him from academic and administrative duties in order that he might give
a broader service for the College.
Methodist, E U B Churches Set
Merger Votes in '66
CHICAGO ( E P ) — Officials of the Methodist
and Evangelical United Brethren Churches
announced that General Conferences of the
two denominations will meet simultaneously
here in November, 1966, with voting on a proposed merger to be their main item of business.
Selection of the site and dates for the meetings followed a two-day joint session of union
commissions of the Churches.
The EUB General Conference was scheduled
for Nov. 8-17 and the Methodist legislative
body will meet Nov. 9-11.
The E U B conference initially had been
slated for Wichita, Kan., b u t was changed b e cause of the plan to vote at the same place
and simultaneously with The Methodist Church
on the union proposal.
In the planning stage for several years, the
union proposal was placed before the regular
quadrennial Methodist General Conference at
Pittsburgh, Pa., this year.
Rather than take action, however, the Methodist delegates expressed a "desire" to unite
the denominations and called for a "special
session" of the General Conference in 1966 "at
the time, and if practicable, at the place" of
the EUB General Conference.

